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Abstract: DNA walkers are molecular machines that can move
with high precision onthe nanoscale due to their structural and
functional programmability. Despite recent advances in the
field that allow exploring different energy sources, stimuli, and
mechanisms of action for these nanomachines, the continuous
operation and reusability of DNA walkers remains challenging
because in most cases the steps, once taken by the walker,
cannot be taken again. Herein we report the path regeneration
of a burnt-bridges DNA catenane walker using RNaseA. This
walker uses a T7RNA polymerase that produces long RNA
transcripts to hybridize to the path and move forward while the
RNA remains hybridized to the path and blocks it for an
additional walking cycle. We show that RNA degradation
triggered by RNaseA restores the path and returns the walker
to the initial position. RNase inhibition restarts the function of
the walker.

Biological molecular motors are complex proteins, powered
by chemical energy, which are capable of generating direc-
tional movement and performing specific work.[1, 2] In living
organisms, directional motion is used for a wide variety of
complex and essential functions like cargo transport, cell
locomotion and division, and nucleic acid polymerization.
Misfolding or mutations in these protein machines can result
in severe diseases or lethality.

Early examples of synthetic motors based on switchable
small-molecule assemblies paved the way for designing
systems with complex functionalities resembling or mimick-

ing these proteins.[3] Since the recent advent of protein
engineering and especially DNA nanotechnology, efforts
focused on modifying or mimicking natural molecular
motors in order to create biohybrid structures that move
efficiently with nanometer precision, high directionality, and
processivity.[4] DNA walkers,[5] rotors,[6] and synthetic pro-
tein:DNA nanohybrids[4f] powered by a wide range of
external stimuli have been described, showing potential
applications in the transport and release of biological
cargoes,[7] cargo sorting,[8] single-molecule detection, organic
synthesis,[9] biosensing and circuits,[5a, 7a,10] and therapy.[11] On
one hand, these artificial systems can shed light on the
structural and dynamic physicochemical properties of natural
molecular motors and how they work in the cellular environ-
ment. On the other hand, novel structural and functional
elements from which these molecular machines are con-
structed allow exploring new forms of motion, alternative and
more efficient fuel sources than ATP (i.e. light,[12] ultra-
sound,[13] electric field[14] or other more efficient and cost-
effective chemical inputs[5b, 15]), potential applications in
synthetic environments, and how the performance of these
motors can be improved.

Interlocked molecules bear enormous potential for the
design and construction of artificial molecular motors.[16] We
have recently reported a biohybrid DNA catenane walker
based on a rotatory nanoengine that upon rolling-circle
transcription (RCT) harnesses the long RNA transcript
produced to perform linear motion.[17] To that end, an
engineered T7RNA polymerase fused to a zinc finger protein
(zif268) powers the nanoengine. The protein tightly binds to
a sequence encoded in one of the DNA rings of the
catenane—defined as the stator—which is specifically recog-
nized by the zinc finger domain (Figure 1, Scheme S1 and
Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The other catenated
ring—the rotor—encodes the T7 promoter sequence and
therefore can be transcribed by the T7RNA polymerase in the
presence of nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) fuel. The stator
ring contains a protruding single-stranded (ss) DNA strand
with two different domains (Figure 1, green and red) that
permit the nanoengine to hybridize with two distinct posi-
tions, termed Step1 and Step2, within a DNA path. The DNA
path consists of a six-helix bundle DNA origami nanotube
which contains overhanging ssDNA strands, termed inter-
mediate steps (iSteps), designed to allow the hybridization of
the catenane walker and the RNA that is produced during
RCT (Table S2 in the Supporting Information). Prior to
transcription, the catenane walker preferentially hybridizes to
an initial position, defined as Step1, by employing the ssDNA
red domain. Upon addition of NTPs, the T7RNA polymerase
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starts transcription and the generated RNA first binds to the
Step1, resulting in the displacement of the catenane from the
initial position. Elongation of the RNA transcript during RCT
and its hybridization to intermediate steps (iSteps) guide the
unidirectional movement of the catenane walker on the DNA
path.

Finally, when enough RNA is generated, the catenane
walker reaches Step2, hybridizing to it via the ssDNA green
domain. This nanostructure is capable of directional, proc-
essive, and efficient walking for up to ca. 240 nm. However,
since the RNA remains bound to the steps, all steps are
blocked after a single walking cycle, preventing their repeated
use. Our nanoengine shares this drawback with other DNA
walkers in which the path is degraded by selective cleavage or
blocked with complementary fuel DNA strands.[18] These
“burnt bridges” prevent the walker from moving backwards,
reusing the DNA path, performing consecutive walking
cycles, or allowing several nanoengines to walk along the
same path. Thus, compared with naturally occurring molec-

ular motors, artificial
ones suffer from the
shortcomings of low
turnover numbers
and lack of reusability
that limit their applic-
ability. Due to the use
of RNA to direct the
movement of the
catenane walker, our
system holds potential
for restoring a burnt
bridge, by employing
RNA degradation
as a means for liberat-
ing the ssDNA-steps
to allow continuous
operation or multiple
walking cycles.

Herein we de-
scribe the enzymatic
regeneration of an
RNA burnt-bridge
path to perform
consecutive walking
operations. We se-
quentially employed
RNase to degrade the
RNA that blocks the
steps of the DNA
path, and RNasin to
successively inhibit
the RNase, thus allow-
ing the catenane
walker to return to its
initial position (Step1)
and start transcription
again. Different fluo-
rophore labels were
incorporated into the

nanoengine and the path as shown previously[17b] in order to
monitor the changes in position of the catenane walker and
the hybridization of the RCT transcript on the DNA origami
path.

First, we investigated the regeneration of the DNA path
by employing different RNases on our catenane walker
system. RNases H and A, and a mix of RNases A and T1 were
evaluated to test the degradation of the RNA produced
during rolling-circle transcription after a full walking cycle.
RNaseH hydrolyzes RNA in DNA:RNA duplexes, thus
degrading the RNA fragments that hybridize with the steps of
the path, whereas RNaseA specifically hydrolyzes RNA at
pyrimidines (U and C) and RNaseT1 at G nucleobase.[19]

The walking and path regeneration processes, that is, the
return of the DNA catenane walker to Step1, were monitored
by fluorescence measurements (Figure 2). After addition of
NTPs, the catenane walker initially moves from the starting
position (Step1) to the final position (Step2), separated by
120 nm distance, with the generated RNA progressively

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the walking and enzymatic path regeneration mechanism of a burnt-bridge
DNA catenane nanoengine. The 5’ end of the catenane walker overhang was labeled with a TAMRA (F1) fluorophore,
whereas Step2 held the complementary black-hole quencher (BHQ-2 [Q]). In parallel, the intermediate step (iStep)
was labeled with Cy5 (F2) and its complementary ODN (comp-iStep) with BHQ-3. Note that the comp-iStep
quencher ODN does not participate in the walking process, but its strand displacement and release into the bulk is
used to monitor the binding of the transcribed RNA to the iStep and thus, the walking progression. At the beginning
of a walking cycle, the nanoengine is hybridized to Step1. Upon addition of NTPs RCT can start and the nanoengine
walks along the track in a directional way.[17b] Step1, all iSteps and, finally, Step2 cannot serve as steps once the
engine has bound to them, because the RNA remains hybridized. Addition of RNase (yellow PacMan) selectively
digests the RNA, thus removing the blockade on the steps. Finally, after inhibition of the RNase by addition of
RNasin (red triangle), each formerly burnt bridge becomes accessible for a new walking cycle. F1: TAMRA
fluorophore; F2: Cy5 fluorophore; Q: Black-hole quenchers (BHQ-2 or BHQ-3).
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hybridizing to the intermediate step. We observed complete
quenching of the catenane walker fluorescence signal (F1,
TAMRA) upon reaching Step2 and the increase of the Cy5
fluorescence signal (F2) of iStep, thus indicating that the
walker performed a full walking cycle (Figure 2A). RNase A
and RNase H were individually added at t = 130 min, and full
recovery of the initial fluorescence signal readout was
effectively observed, confirming the degradation of the
RNA. This allows the walker to return to the initial Step1
position as hybridization of the catenane walker overhang to
the Step2 position is considerably weaker than to Step1,
which contains a toehold involving more base pairs with the
walker. Control experiments (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information) show that the catenane walker is stable in Step1
and Step2 positions during the walking and regeneration
processes depending on the input conditions.

At equimolar concentrations, RNaseH exhibits faster
kinetics in RNA degradation and path regeneration than
RNaseA (Step2!Step1 transition half-lives (t) of 4.9 and
26.9 min, respectively), whereas no significant differences
were observed between RNaseA and the A/T1 mixture
(Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). However, we
finally selected RNaseA to regenerate the DNA path due to
the lack of effective and commercially available RNase H
inhibitors (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Note
that the path regeneration allows the catenane walker
returning non-processively to Step1 of another DNA origami
track involved in the strand displacement reaction and
therefore, the process is purely governed by Brownian
random motion. A less likely, but still feasible, scenario is
that the DNA origami track bends, and combined with the
flexibility and length of the steps, allow the walker to return to
its original Step1 by proximity effects.

Different concentrations of RNaseA were systematically
tested to optimize the kinetics of path regeneration. As
expected, increasing amounts of RNaseA yielded faster RNA
degradation that is, Step2!Step1 transition kinetics, ranging
from half-lives (t) of 62� 18 min to 16� 3.4, when using
0.5 mg or 2 mg of RNaseA, respectively (Figure 3A). The
amount of RNaseA needs to be adjusted allowing the

regeneration of the system and subsequent walking cycles.
To that end, we employed a commercial recombinant RNase
inhibitor (RNasin) that inactivates RNase A by noncovalent
binding, thus allowing once again the production of a long
rolling-circle RNA transcript that powers the forward motion
of the catenane walker. Therefore, the amount of RNase A
employed for the path regeneration is restricted to the
amount of RNase inhibitor that the system accepts. This limit
was empirically determined to be approximately 6 mL (240 U)
of RNasin. Higher dilution of the system drastically lowers
the efficiency of the walking, affecting both the transcription
activity and the hybridization of the catenane walker to the
different steps. Therefore, taking into consideration that
regeneration of the walker activity is intrinsically linked to the

Figure 2. RNasesA and H effectively regenerate the burnt-bridge track.
A) Normalized TAMRA fluorescence signal (F1) of the catenane walker
after a walking cycle and addition of RNasesA and H at t = 130 min.
B) Normalized Cy5 fluorescence signal of iSteps. Red and blue curves
account for the experiments performed using 1 mg and 2 mg of
RNaseA, respectively, whereas the green curve corresponds to the
addition of 1 mg of RNAseH after a walking cycle. Data are presented
as mean �s.d. n= 2.

Figure 3. Kinetics of RNA degradation and resetting of catenane
walker. A) Half-lives of the Step2!Step1 transition at different concen-
trations of RNaseA. Data are shown as mean �s.d., n = 4. B) Normal-
ized fluorescence data of the catenane nanoengine after consecutive
steps of walking, regeneration at different RNaseA concentrations
[t = 117 min, 1.0 mg (red curves), 1.5 mg (orange curves) and 2 mg
(green curves) of RNaseA] and walking again (t = 268 min) monitoring
TAMRA fluorescence and C) Cy5 fluorescence. Data are presented as
mean �s.d., n = 2.
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amount of RNase employed, experimentally selected con-
centrations of RNaseA were tested in combination with
subsequent addition of RNasin, and supplement of NTPs and
T7 RNAP to optimize a second cycle operation of the
catenane walker motor (Figure 3B,C).

We found that the optimal amount of RNase A during the
second walking cycle was 1.5 mg. When the amount of added
RNaseA was increased to 2.0 mg (green curve), while the
RNasin concentration was held constant, the fluorescence
signal reached only about half of the plateau level observed at
1.5 mg RNase A. For instance, the TAMRA (F1) signal is not
completely quenched during the second walking cycle, mean-
ing that ca. 60% of the catenane walker molecules do not
efficiently reach Step2. These data clearly suggest that at
2.0 mg RNaseA the RNasin concentration is not sufficient to
completely inhibit the added amount of RNaseA.

Finally, we investigated whether the catenane walker is
able to return once again to the starting position of the path
after the second walking cycle by successive addition of
RNaseA. As shown in Figure 4, the TAMRA fluorescence
signal of the catenane walker increased again to almost the
maximum relative fluorescence. Conversely, the Cy5 fluores-
cence at the intermediate steps decreased as expected,
indicating the degradation of the RNA and hybridization of
the complementary quencher oligodeoxynucleotide strands
after addition of RNaseA. We tested whether further walking
cycles would be possible and found that the system consid-
erably fatigued after the second cycle (data not shown),
presumably because subsequent addition of RNasin impedes
the correct operation of the walker due to increased levels of
dilution that counteract transcription and hybridization
efficiency.

To conclude, we have shown that it is possible to
regenerate a burnt-bridge path in a DNA/RNA walker by
enzymatic hydrolysis of the RNA that drives and directs the
walker. Our walker design allows that, after completion of
a first walking cycle, the efficient hydrolysis of the RNA by
RNaseA stochastically returns the catenane walker from its
end-position back to its starting position. Subsequent addition
of RNasin inhibits the RNaseA and makes it possible to

perform a second walking cycle. Fine-tuning the relative
concentration of these proteins is cornerstone for the correct
and continuous operation of the DNA walker. The exper-
imental conditions established in this work make it possible to
achieve at least two complete alternate cycles of walking and
regeneration. Although artificial non-burning bridge molec-
ular motors and walkers are known,[15, 20] to our knowledge,
the ability to reset a burnt-bridge walker to perform multiple
subsequent cycles of walking is unprecedented. The method-
ology reported herein is straightforward to implement and
shows relatively fast regeneration rates compared to the
overall kinetic performance of the walker.

Future efforts will be dedicated to overcome current
limitations of the system, for example, by employing chemical
inhibitors of RNases that are fully compatible with T7RNA
polymerase activity.[21] Alternatively, more potent recombi-
nant RNAse inhibitors could be produced and tested in
higher concentrations to counteract the reduced efficiency in
hybridization that occurs upon dilution of the system, and the
length of Step1 could be increased to achieve a more stable
DNA/RNA heteroduplex that can form stably under high-
dilution conditions. Attachment of the DNA origami track on
a solid support combined with the use of a microfluidic
device[22] could also allow for the efficient removal of
RNaseA and thus, regeneration of the system in a different
setup. Finally, the combined use of DNAzymes that specif-
ically cleave the RNA regions required for the walking and
subsequent blocking (or inactivating) oligonucleotides to
restore the function of the walker, will be considered.[18c,d]

These strategies will allow multiple path-regeneration cycles
and thus a higher number of walking cycles of the DNA-based
catenane motor, opening new avenues for more complex
functions and enhanced applicability of DNA walkers.
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